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Graduation Program Rubric

10 7 5 0-4

Design & 
Composition

Has excellent design 
elements, balance and 
visual impact. Exceeds 
in all areas.

Has good design 
elements, balance and 
visual impact. Some 
elements excel.

Has some good good 
design elements, balance 
and visual impact. 

Incomplete or 
unable to score.

Use of color Has excellent use of 
color and white space. 
Color enhances visual 
impact and has a visual 
logic justification. 
Exceeds in all areas.

Somewhat  good use of 
color and white space. 
Color may not be visually 
logical for purpose and 
school. May not print well  
if turned to black ink only.

Some use of color but does 
not have good visual impact 
or will not print well if turned 
to only black ink. 

Incomplete or 
unable to score.

Graphics Includes the DUAA logo 
and CPS log as well as 
multiple graphic 
elements and art. (has 
not used clip art)

Includes the DUAA logo 
and CPS log as well as at 
least one other well 
developed graphic 
element.

Includes the CPS and DUAA 
logo.

Incomplete or 
unable to score.

Senior Names All senior names are 
present, the 
valedictorian, 
salutatorian, and NHS 
have note. This section 
is well placed balanced 
and designed.

Most senior names are 
present and or some of 
the following are 
included- valedictorian, 
salutatorian, and NHS. 
This section is somewhat 
well placed balanced and 
designed.

Some senior names are 
present and some of the 
following are included- 
valedictorian, salutatorian, 
and NHS. This section is not 
well placed balanced and 
designed.

Incomplete or 
unable to score.

Visual spacing Excellent use of spacing 
to denote varying 
elements and allows for 
distinction between 
element concepts.

Somewhat good use of 
spacing to denote varying 
elements and allows for 
distinction between 
element concepts.

Minimal use of spacing to 
denote varying elements 
and allows for distinction 
between element concepts. 
My have visual confusion.

Incomplete or 
unable to score.

Program info 
details

All required info details 
are included with place 
holders for names and is 
well placed and 
designed.

Some required info 
details are included with 
place holders for names 
and is somewhat well 
placed and designed.

Few required info details are 
included with place holders 
for names and is not well 
placed and designed.

Incomplete or 
unable to score.

score

Total              
60


